I. I n t r o d u c t i o n
Deep neural networks (DNNs) are widely used in various fields of machine learning [1] (e.g., speech recognition, visual object recognition and object detection) and achieve huge success in all these applications. Moreover, training DNNs is usually considered as a non-convex optimization problem. Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is one of the most effective algorithms to train various DNNs. It is a method to minimize an objective function, which is parameterized by the model's parameters Θ E R d (d is the number of the parameters in a model). SGD updates the parameters through the negative directions of the gradients of an objective function.
SGD was first introduced by [2] . In recent years, a lot of work so far has focused on the adaptive methods. For example, the first algorithm, which achieves satisfactory performance in these fields, is ADAGRAD [3] , and ADAGRAD performs well in sparse settings. However, in the high dimensional setting, the vanishing gradient problem becomes serious in the training of DNNs. To alleviate this issue, several algorithms based on the adaptive methods have been developed, such Fig. 1 : The connection between the loss landscape and learning. Loss landscape reflects the degree o f feature learning. The gradients in different loss landscapes are various, and thus w e give them different confidences by our defined confidence function in update stage to enhance feature learning. A small gradient means that the correspond ing feature is easy to learn so it should get a small confidence. An unbalanced feature learning leads to a sharp minimal. If the models learn features too unequally which is caused by updating too much or stopping learning, the algorithm would convergence to a very sharp minimal around a plateau.
as ADADELTA [4] , RMSPROP [5] and ADAM [6] . ADAM is one of the most popular optimization algorithms in deep learning. Based on the exponentially decaying average of past gradients, ADAM derives from the moment estimation and us es the first and second moments to compute individual learning rates for different parameters. However, the adaptive methods not only require the first moment estimate but also need the second moment estimate, which means extra computation cost. Recently, SIGN-SGD and SIGNUM [7] have been proposed. They applied the sign operation to SGD and its momentum the gradients o f correct samples have more zero components than those o f the incorrect samples. The input "X " for the confidence function can be data (features), gradients, weights and so on. Because w e think there is a close relationship between models, data and learning in deep neural networks. What w e know about the optimization in deep learning is not only a non-convex problem, but also related to the model's structure property. In this paper, w e show a kind o f confidence functions with gradients as its input. So our confidence function is gradient-based. variant, and also achieved a competitive performance in several benchmarks. [8] indicated that in some computer vision tasks especially image classification, the gradients mainly come from the incorrect samples and we can improve convergence rate by repeating sampling them. In other words, if we make the fitting rate of correct samples much slower than that of the incorrect samples, the network training wifi converge faster in fact. In practice, although adaptive methods have a faster convergence rate than SGD with momentum, SGD usually has a better performance on the test set than the others. We hold the view that the adaptive method gives the easy features a excessively fast fitting rate so that the models do not learn each useful feature of the dataset equally and reasonably. Because deep neural networks can not only learn the features that humans can easily understand, but also learn the features that are not easy to explain. We have not been able to illustrate which features are really useful and which are useless. Inspired by the maximum entropy model [9] , we tend to treat each feature equally. In terms of the difference of the fitting rate for each feature, the parameters which are used to extract and choose features should not be updated in a similar rate. Neural networks have a wide application such as in CNNs, RNNs and GCNs. These various neural architectures can be used in domain deep learning on irregular domains. Our method and analysis can provide many insights to optimiza tion's generalised behaviour across different ''deep" approach es.
Motivated by all the above insights, the sign-based methods proposed by [7] , and the work [10] , we propose an efficient algorithm (called signADAM) instead of spending time in calculating the accurate moment information. We first integrate the sign operation to ADAM and hope to combine the advantages of both sign-based methods and ADAM. Furthermore, we introduce the confidence function, which is used to distinguish different components of gradients, as shown in Figure 1 . Therefore, we need a larger confidence for large components of gradients than the others. We multiply the gradients by its confidence element-wise. Considering that the second moment estimate in signADAM is close to a constant, we remove it and apply the confidence function to its gradients from mini-batch samples. Then we get a new algorithm called signADAM++. In particular, our framework explained that the confidence function can help to distinguish which features are necessary and urgent to learn. Besides, this also meets biological principles. We also analyze the results by the loss landscape and reveal the relationship between feature learning and loss landscape.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses some recent advances in optimization algorithms for deep learning. In Section 3, we show our motivation by ex perimental results and propose a new optimization framework based on the confidence function. In Section 4, we reveal that our signADAM-и-can be summarized into the framework. Empirically, our approach consistently achieves significantly better results than other methods on various datasets and models as shown in Section 6.
II. R e l a t e d W o r k
In this section, we mainly review the recently developed stochastic optimization techniques for deep learning.
A. Traditional Gradient-based Methods
There are several lines of research studies on the steepest gradient descent method. For training deep neural networks, stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is an efficient method. To solve the problem of navigating ravines [11] , the momentum term [12] takes steps in relevant directions frequently. It dampens the oscillation impact along the short axis directions and makes contributions along the long axis directions [13] .
Inspired by the DNNs' optimization development and theo retical advance, many adaptive algorithms have been proposed, such as ADAGRAD [3] , ADADELTA [4] , ADAM [6] , Nadam [14] and AMSgrad [15] . They show great abilities to tackle the issues which have sparse data and non-stationary objectives. These methods attract great attention and they are successfully employed in several applications particularly popular in GANs and Q-leaming. However, they also have been observed not to converge in some settings and circumstances. The linkages between adaptive methods especially ADAM and sign-based gradient descent approaches have begun to appear in recent work [10] , which shows "sign" is a special case of ADAM under convex assumptions. They think ADAM combines two components: variance adaptation and taking sign, while the latter is a dominant one and they have proven it in more details.
B. Quantization Methods
As both the model complexity and the amount of data in creases, there are some prior works on quantization of models and optimization to deal with large-scale problems. Inspired by delta-sigma modulation, [16] proposed a compression gradient method in SGD, which uses 1-bit to quantify those gradients during data exchange. This reduces the bandwidth requiremen t. Surprisingly, quantization can also improve the performance of ADAGRAD in the experiments, which yields a higher accuracy and shorter training time compared with the common setting. [17] developed a unified theoretical framework, which has proven that using low-precision arithmetic SGD can con verge in a reasonable rate under convex assumptions. More over, in [18] , they proposed a method called QSGD, which is applied in the non-convex case and allows a smooth trade off between convergence and compression per iteration, and they also showed the effectiveness of gradient quantization. Another work [19] quantified gradients in a different way. It constrains gradients into three values {1 ,0 ,-1} to speed up distributed training. They proved that gradient clipping is necessary and effective.
The sign-based method was first introduced by [20] . They proposed an adaptive method (called RPROP) standing for "resilient propagation". According to the signs of gradients, RPROP adapts each element update magnitudes. Recently, with the theoretical development of sign-based optimization, [21] and [7] provided the proof of the sign-based method convergence in Polyak-Lojasiewicz condition and non-convex condition, respectively. Moreover, a more recent work [22] showed that the sign-based method outperforms existing quan tization methods, for it does not need to ensure unbiasedness, while other methods requiring randomization.
C. What We Do
In this paper, we want to propose an efficient algorith m, which incorporates the sign operation into the adaptive gradient-based methods, e.g., ADAM. At a high level, we propose an efficient framework of optimization algorithms, which evaluate gradients and update models depending on the confidence function setting the gradients to adaptive values in each iteration. This simple approach takes the advantages of a low cost complexity, strong performance guarantee and the adaptive property. For instance, as shown in Section 6, the experimental results reveal our algorithms perform even better than other adaptive and sign-based methods on a variety of models (e.g., GoogLeNet [23] , VGG-19 [24] and ResNet-18 [25] ) and datasets (e.g., CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100).
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
1) We first define a confidence function, which could be thought as augmented sampling and give a common optimization framework for training various DNNs, as shown in Figure 2 . 2) We then combine the sign operation and the momentum accelerated method with adaptive learning rates into non-convex optimization. The proposed method achieves a satisfactory result, as shown in Section 6. 3) We provide our algorithms a theoretical guarantee to prove that they at least have the same convergence rate as SIGN-SGD in standard assumptions. 4) We explain the experimental results from the perspec tive of the loss landscape and expose the relationship between loss landscape and feature learning.
5) Experimental results show our motivation is reasonable
and it suits the biological neural processes.
III. MOTIVATION
Backpropagation (BP) [26] is an essential tool to train various DNNs. Using this technique we could improve the accuracy by leveraging information from the training samples. Gradients come from models and data. In this perspective, during updating, gradients are guiding models to extract the unknown features by learning from data. To learn all the features from the training set equally in a better way, we introduce the confidence function and show how it works in the experiment below. Set-up We run VGG-Net on CIFAR-10 and randomly choose a layer with many weights as samples. By using where grad £ Rd is the raw gradient, grad' is the processed gradient, and || · Ц 2 denotes the L2-norm.
A. How Our Confidence Function Works
Results When the confidence factor is set to a proper value, the remaining ratio of correct samples is obviously less than that of the incorrect samples. In addition, we find our confidence function weakens the components of the gradient from both correct and incorrect samples.
Discussion Correct and incorrect samples have different features, which are easy and hard to learn, respectively. And correct samples have more easy features than incorrect samples. Our confidence function has a greater inhibition for the features, which are easy to learn. Also this makes the fitting rate of easy features faster than the hard ones, which lets the models learn the features equally. Of course, our confidence function has a similar effect as online hard sample mining [27] . Our improvement is given as follows:
• We first implement the augmented sampling in the op timization of deep learning by using our gradient-based confidence function. • Most existing methods only deal with samples, while our method can deal with features. Because hard samples have features easy to learn and easy samples have features hard to learn. • Our method can be more widely used in the deep learning community because it has a great performance on various datasets and models.
B. Biological Perspective
For the view of neural processes, some neuroscience re search [28] pointed out that cortical neurons are rarely active in their maximum saturation regime. And they suggest that neurons be encoded information in a sparse and distributed way [9] . Additionally, the research revealed that the brain uses a sparse representation: only around 1-4% of the neurons are active together at a fixed time [9, 29] . When a neuron is not fired, it does not change its state. Similarly, if we regard weights as neurons, neurons not activated represents weights not updated. We can implement this step by assigning small gradients a confidence with zero. In addition, the research from [30] shows that more independent genes may be the key life keep prosperity in the earth, while in deep learning, learning more distinguished features can make models more robust, which can weaken overfitting.
C. Our Framework Based on The Confidence Function
We define a new learning framework for training deep neural networks by using our confidence function. It is showed in Algorithm 1. We now consider the gradient descent as not only an optimization method but also a learning problem in deep neural networks. Our confidence function makes DNNs know how to learn features and which features to learn. So how to design a simple and efficient confidence function becomes attractive. Because such a new confidence function can make models better learn features so that models can get more satisfactory solutions. We also analyze some state-of-the-art optimization methods from the perspective of the confidence function. The analysis is showed in Table I . 
IV. SIGNADAM++
In ADAM, the real learning rate is inversely proportional to a L2-norm of their all current and past gradients. To extend the update rule from L2-norm to Loo-norm, then the second moment estimate term becomes a recursive formula: u k =max(/32Ufc_i, \gk \) in ADAMAX [6] . The update formula will have a sign term when ß iu k-1 < \gk \-Furthermore, the gradient descent using the sign can be viewed as the steepest descent with Loo-norm [31] . [10] proved that the ADAM's update rule is dominated by taking the sign of stochastic gradients. In addition, by setting the hyper-parameters βι and ( 32 in ADAM to zero (βι, β2 -> 0), ADAM can be changed into SIGN-SGD [7] .
In the optimization field, to combine the advantages of ADAM and SIGN-SGD, we first design an algorithm, called signADAM. Another idea of this algorithm is to reinforce the sign aspect in ADAM. Meanwhile, using "sign" can make communication and calculation effective. ADAM can be easily incorporated with "sign" merely by taking the "sign" of all stochastic gradients in ADAM.
For each dimension of the gradients, the second moment estimate term in our signADAM algorithm is a value deter mined by the iteration к. Since \sign(gk)]2 is a fixed number equal to 1, so the term Vk can be rewritten as follows:
As the global iteration к increases, the magnitude of the difference between 1 and щ would become infinitesimal (k -> oo, Vk -> 1). In numerical the effect of this term can be neglected. Thus the new parameter update rule is
where δ is the learning rate.
Then we analyze ADAM and SIGN-SGD from the per spective of the confidence function. ADAM gives an approx imate adaptive confidence to all gradients. In contrast, SIGN-SGD sets the confidence to 0 only when the gradients equal to 0 and gives other gradients a real adaptive confidence. [7] pointed out that SIGN-SGD belongs to the family of the adaptive methods. This confirms our adaptive confidence on large gradients for both ADAM and SIGN-SGD. We have shown the confidence functions of all the algorithms in Table  I .
If we set an appropriate confidence factor in our confidence function (as shown in Figure 3 ), there will be different effects on the unprocessed gradients from both correct and incorrect samples. The confidence factor can be used to control the spar sity of the gradients. Considering the motivations in Section 3 and the framework based on our confidence function, we design a new confidence function and apply it into signADAM. The new algorithm is called signADAM++.
We use the following confidence function in the proposed signADAM++ algorithm:
where a is the confidence factor, δ is the learning rate and the operation G is element-wise because grad is a vector.
From a computational point of view, choosing the sign operation is appealing for the following reasons.
• Tasks based on deep learning such as image classifica tion usually have a large amount of training data (e.g., the popular image dataset, ImageNet, has 1.5 millions images). "Training" on such dataset may take a week even a month to shrink calculation in every step which can enhance the efficiency. • The algorithm can induce sparsity of gradients by not updating some gradients. signADAM++ makes gradients sparse and leads models to learn distinguished informa tion. [32] indicated that it is important to update large and informative gradients. One of the ADAM's drawbacks is to ignore these gradients by using the exponential average algorithm [6] . Our algorithm can prevent this issue by giving small gradients a very low confidence (e.g., 0). • Nowadays, learning from samples in deep learning is always stochastic due to the giant amount of data and models. In fact, the confidence of some gradients pro duced by loss functions and samples should be low. From the perspective of maximum entropy theory, each feature should have the equal right to make efforts in deep neural networks. This method will make the models work well. • Although there are large gradients caused by the incorrect samples, large gradients may hurt models' generaliza tion and learning ability found by [33] and [32] . sig-nADAM++ addresses this issue by using moving average after applying confidence for unprocessed gradients and an adaptive confidence for some large gradients. These can give models a better performance.
V. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
In the training process of deep neural networks, given a finite length sequence of input and output pairs, the goal is to minimize the following empirical loss,
where the loss function fi(0) is discrepancy between the model output and ground truth. A neural network can be regarded as a function with the parameter Θ e R d and produces an output for each input £*. We aim to analyze the objective function f(0 , £*), which is a non-convex function of its parameters. Thus the optimization problem is given by 0* = arg min f{0).
(2) To simplify the problem, we make several assumptions. It would not loss anything compared to typical SGD assump tions, since these assumptions are obtained from SGD.
Assumption 1 (Global minimal): For all parameters Θ G Rd, there exists a d-dimensional vector Θ* that satisfies the following inequality № z /(Г).
(3)
Assumption 2 (L-smooth): Ух, y in the weight space, g(x) is the real gradient of the objective function /(·) at point x. So we have
I/ Ы -[f(x) + 9(x)T(v -®)] I < ^ Σ LiVi ~ Xi)2· (4) г
where L is a vector containing some non-negative constants, so L := [L x,··· ,L d\. For the twice differentiable function /(·), this implies that -diag(L) -< H -< diag(L). This is related to the slightly weaker coordinate-wise Lipschitz condition used in the block coordinate descent literature [34] .
Assumption 3 (Variance bound):
Since x G Rd is stochastic, its homologous gradient g, which has coordinate bounded variance, is an independent unbiased estimate for the real gradient g. e [5(z )] = 9(x), E[(ff(x)g(x))2] < &i2 (5) for a vector containing non-negative constants σ := [σχ, · · · ,a d\ Assumptions 2 and 3 are the standard assumptions of Lipschitz smoothness and total bounded variance, respectively. Under these assumptions and the framework of SIGN-SGD [7] , we have the following results.
Theorem 1 (Non-Convex Convergence Rate): Suppose
As sumptions 1, 2 and 3 hold. Let {дк} (к = 0, · · · ,K ) be a sequence generated by Algorithm 1, where the learning rate is set to Sk := I / \ J \ \ î \\χΚ and the size of mini-batch as Пк = К . Let N be the cumulative number of stochastic gradient calls up to step К (i,e.,N = 0 ( K 2)). Then we have
To prove Theorem 1, we first present and prove the follow ing lemmas. In the following lemma, we apply mathematical induction for exponential average of the gradients' signs.
Lemma 1: For all m,k G Rd, they satisfy the following inequality \ш к,г\ ^ 1, i G {1,2, ··· ,d}
where \m,k,i \ is the exponential average of the gradients' sign. The detailed proofs of Theorem 1, Lemma 1 and the lemma below are provided in [35] . Next we give a lemma, which shows the exponential average of gradients' signs.
Lemma2: ^[\\9 k-t-9 k \\i] <

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we discuss our empirical evaluation of signADAM++ and other algorithms such as ADAM [6] , SIGN-SGD and SIGNUM [7] . We study the classical deep learning problems (e.g., image classification) and conduct several experiments for different state-of-the-art DNNs such as GoogLeNet [23] , VGG-19 [24] , ResNet-18 [25] and SeNet-18 [36] . Using the torch-mn library, we also train and test an LSTM network. 
A. Setup
We compare the proposed algorithms (i.e., signADAM and signADAM++) with SIGN-SGD [7] , SIGNUM [7] and ADAM [6] . We run all the experiments on the three standard image datasets: MNIST, CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, all of which are divided into two parts: the training set and test set.
In the experiments on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, all the training images are resized to 32 x 32 x 3. These images are then randomly cropped to 32 x 32 x 3, with padding equals to 4. They are also randomly flipped and finally normalized. For the test images, they are only normalized and no other data augmentation tricks are used in the training and test processes.
In the experiments on MNIST, the training and test images are both normalized. We record the objective loss on the training set and test error on the test set and evaluated algorithms in the following deep learning models.
• LeNet consists of two sets of convolutional and average pooling layers, followed by a flattening layer, then two fully-connected layers and finally a softmax classifier. « VGG-19 uses 16 convolution layers and 3 fully connected layers. • GoogLeNet consists of 22 layers, using the Inception module to make itself deeper than VGG. • ResNet-18 increases depth of the network results in less extra parameters and reduces the effect of gradient vanishing problems. ResNets achieve the improvement by adding simple skip connections. • SENet-18 is an architectural using dynamic channel-wise feature recalibration, which can improve the representa tional power of a network.
• Two layers of LSTM units for the classification of M-
NIST.
We first test LeNet and LSTM on the MNIST dataset, which can be viewed as shallow neural networks. Then to verify our algorithms for training DNNs, we evaluate the performance of all the algorithms on the stat-of-the-art DNNs (e.g., VGG-19, GoogLeNet, ResNet-18 and SeNet-18). In addition, to prove that our algorithms work well on different datasets, we also design experiments on the CIFAR-100 dataset by running VGG-19. For all experiments, we have used optimal hyperpa rameters for all algorithms and applied learning rate schedulers for all algorithms. We also implement the L 2 normalization proposed by [37] for all methods. And the hyperparameters are given as follows. In experiments on MNIST, we use 0.001 as the learning rate of SIGN-SGD, SIGNUM and ADAM. On CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, we use 0.0001 as their learning rate. In all the experiments, we use the recommended initial values for βχ and /З2 (i.e., βι = 0.9, /З2 = 0.999) and set the regularization coefficient to 5e-4. 
# Epoch
B. Experimental Results
Figs. 4, 6 and 7 show the experimental results of all the algorithms, from which we make the following observations. 1 ) Sparsity: Figure 5 shows the sparsity of the confidence gradients. These parameters are sampled from a randomly cho sen layer of VGG-19 on the CIFAR-10 dataset. We find that the gradients are indeed sparse when applying our confidence function into the unprocessed gradients. It fits the biological neural process as mentioned in Section 3. By observing the training loss on CIFAR-10, our signADAM++ enjoys faster convergence than the other state-of-the-art algorithms. Besides, the effect of our confidence factor is similar as the the hard threshold methods in [38] , which is used to tackle with Wavelet noises. The effectiveness of sparsity can be also confirmed by ReLU activations, as shown in [39] [40] [41] .
Our method is to regard optimization as a better learning strategy for models. We decrease the randomness created by the stochastic mini-batch, which can increase the convergence rate. As to the feature learning, we tend to make the models learn all the features equally [42] .
2) Training Loss: signADAM++ has the fastest conver gence speed. The training loss of signADAM++ is distin guished from that of SIGN-SGD, SIGNUM, ADAM and sig-nADAM during the entire experiments. signADAM++ makes rapid initial progress, and achieves lower loss than other algorithms. There is a big reduction at epoch 150 after we apply leaming-rate-decay to all the algorithms. It means that signADAM++ can reach our expectation in a shorter time. We infer that our signADAM++ has removed some randomness so that the parameters can be updated in main and correct direc tions. This can speed up the training of deep neural networks. In other words, thanks to our reasonable confidence function, the significant samples and their corresponding features have been learned by neural networks preferentially. signADAM performs like SIGNUM. We notice that the curves of signADAM and SIGNUM are close especially in the experiments on CIFAR-10 and MNIST. There are two following main reasons:
• signADAM and SIGNUM both have moving average and sign operation. Although moving average indeed can help accelerate in the relevant directions and dampen oscillations, some small oscillations cannot be completely removed because its momentum coefficient is not adap tive. These small oscillations are increased by the sign operation. Similarly, signADAM strengthens the small oscillations by using the sign operation and dampens oscillations by using the moving average. • Considering that the high precision of the gradients, the square of the sign for a gradient is close to a constant as the iteration increases. So we can merge the second order estimate into the learning rate. Our experimental results indeed confirm this statement. SIGN-SGD has large oscillations. SIGN-SGD updates parameters by using the signs of its gradient. This means that SIGN-SGD does not distinguish the components of gradients. It makes neural networks learn some samples and features so fast that SIGN-SGD finds a local minimal with higher loss.
3) Test Error: signADAM++ has a competitive optimiza tion rate.
On the test set, we find that signADAM++ also has a satisfactory convergence rate. Table II shows the numbers of epochs for all the algorithms when the error reaches a given tolerance. In the experiments of MNIST and CIFAR-10, signADAM++ performs well. However, signADAM++ performs slightly worse on CIFAR-100. We give the following explanation: Because there are 100 classes in CIFAR-100, each class in CIFAR-100 has obviously fewer samples than that in CIFAR-10. So we do not have enough samples for each class to learn. Thanks to the adaptive property of ADAM and SIGNUM, they can both continue learning some features from samples regardless the confidence of information. But for signADAM++, because we apply a very low confidence (e.g., 0) into some information, this makes some features hard even impossible to be learned so specific as CIFAR-10. In other words, due to the lack of data, features on CIFAR-100 are not treated as equally as on CIFAR-10. This result in that the optimal point is located around a sharp minimal, which is usually considered to have a worse generalization than a flat minimal. The adaptive methods can have a large step size in some directions to skip out of the sharp minimal points. And it learns some features relatively sufficient. So the confidence factor decides which features to learn. To keep the models learning features from samples all the time and finding some flatter minimal points, we develop an adaptive method to solve the problem in the next subsection.
C. Adaptive and Weight-decay Method
Considering that the "stop learning" issue above, we im prove our algorithm and introduce the adaptive confidence function. In particular, we set the confidence factor in the con fidence function to a dynamic value, which is determined by the standard deviation of the gradients. So the new confidence function is defined as follows. m t = ßirrit-ι + (1 -ß i)\fva r{g ra d ), a t = /32m t where β ι and /32 are the hyper-parameters in the moving av erage, a t is the confidence factor at iteration t. By introducing this new adaptive technique, there are always some parameters being updated. These parameters are used to extract and choose the most distinguished features. This keeps the models learning from the samples. Besides, for the objective function with the traditional 1,2-norm, there exists some components from the regularization term, which can disturb the sampling gradients. Our goal is to make models continue learning the features equally. So we do not need the traditional 1,2-norm. Instead, we replace the L2-norm using weight-decay [43] . This insight is called the "AW" method. Table ΠΙ shows the highest accuracy, which is achieved by each algorithm.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we first proposed a sign-based gradient descent optimization method for non-convex objective func tions. Our method combines the low computation amount advantage of SIGN-SGD and the adaptive property of ADAM. In particular, our algorithms incorporated the sign operation into ADAM. Besides, we defined the confidence function to make the models learn features equally. The motivation is supported by experimental results. signADAM++ will not be constrained by the depth of neural networks and has some obvious advantages over other algorithms including SIGN-SGD, SIGNUM and ADAM. By some intuitive analysis, it shows that signADAM++ has much faster convergence than ADAM, which is a popular optimization algorithm for deep learning. We analyzed the convergence properties of our algorithms and the experimental results confirmed our anal ysis. Furthermore, signADAM++ suits our new optimization framework based on the confidence function. In conclusion, we found that signADAM++ is a robust algorithm for training various deep neural networks. We also proposed a framework on the confidence function and reveal the relationship between the loss landscape and feature learning.
